LGPM can trace its heritage back to 1968 and the inauguration of the Sydney-based company Grain Processing Machinery. GPM, as it became known, built its reputation as a specialist in Grain Processing and Bulk Materials Handling. During the 1990s the company expanded to include an office in Melbourne with a particular focus on Feed Milling.

GPM further expanded its products and services offering into a broad range of Industries representing a comprehensive range of Agencies from Europe, the US and in more recent times, China.

- **In 2004** a generational change in GPM’s management, saw the amalgamation of the Melbourne Division with Lynchborough Corporation to form Lynchborough-GPM Corporation Pty Ltd. Lynchborough Corporation was incorporated in 1992 and, like GPM, was a family-owned company. Its focus and key competencies are Design, Engineering and Project Management, and these attributes along with GPM’s experience across a very broad selection of industries.

- **In 2006** to further advance our engineering capabilities, the management & staff of Jaybee Design Engineers, whose experience dates back to the 1950s, merged its operations into Lynchborough-GPM to form the most experienced and extensive engineering service in the industry. With Engineers, Design Draftsmen, Project Management, Site Supervisory and Installation crew all on staff, Lynchborough-GPM can offer full design and construct capability for any Feed Milling, or petfood.

- **In 2015** the company was rebranded to encapsulate the merger and evolution of the three companies that have come together to make ‘LGPM Process Innovation’.
LGPM has a reputation for competence and reliability. This reputation has come about through maintaining our key objectives of understanding the unique processing requirement of each of our customers and customizing the process to suit. At LGPM we understand that the finished product is the most important aspect when we approach any process design and by engineering, constructing & supplying quality reliable equipment we can produce this product as efficiently as possible.

We pride ourselves on repeat business with a very solid base of clients including Ridley AgriProducts, Mars Petcare, Inghams Enterprises, Mondelez, Nestle, GlaxoSmithKline, Allied Mills, Barrett Burston Maltings, Lion Nathan and Wesfeeds to name a few.

LGPM can provide the building blocks for any project from proposal, design concepts, detailed layouts and equipment supply through to complete turnkey projects including project management and control systems. We will also work closely with a client's preferred electrical or building contractor. We have a substantial network of local and overseas suppliers from Europe, USA and China to source the latest technology and most cost effective plant and equipment.
LGPM has the experience and capability to design and construct complete turn-key processing systems for the Stock feed, Pet Food and Aquafeed industry including the following elements.

- Raw ingredient receival and storage for products like Grains, Meals and minor ingredients. Silos can be fabricated in stainless steel, mild steel bolted or fully welded.

- Pneumatic conveying systems in positive pressure and vacuum.
Course and Fine grinding systems via Hammermills or Roller mills

Mechanical conveying including screw conveyors, drag conveyors, buck elevators and belt conveyors.
Batch weighing and mixing systems including single and twin shaft paddle mixers and ribbon mixers.

Pelletising systems utilising the latest technology from Andritz and Buhler.

Micro ingredient dosing systems
Extrusion systems including supply and installation from world leading manufacturers like Wenger, Andritz and Buhler.

Geelen Drying and Cooling systems.
Dinnissen vacuum liquid coating systems.

Bulk bag discharging filling systems.
IBC Handling systems

Sifters available in vibrating screen and centrifugal type
LGPM can provide the building blocks for your project from individual equipment supply, design concepts right through to turn key projects.

**Engineering**
- Evaluation of customer requirements.
- Plant Layout Drawings in 3D.
- Detailed design drafting & workshop drawings
- Structural and Civil design work for steelwork and buildings.
- Electrical Control specifications and description of operation.
- Specification of services including power, water, steam and compressed air.

**Fabrication**
- Custom manufacturing and design.
- Turnkey solutions.

**Installation**
- Experienced site supervisors for complete mechanical installation.
- Qualified trades for all fabrication and installation work.
- Supply of installation equipment, tools and consumables necessary for installation works.
- LGPM’s own Telehandler, Boom lift and Slewing crane
- On-site fabrication of chutes, spouting and miscellaneous support steel and brackets.

**Commissioning**
- Specialist Commissioning and Start-up Engineers experienced in various disciplines including Feedmilling technology and Production, Food Processing, Bulk Materials Handling and Electrical and Process Control.
- On-site training of Operators, Production and Maintenance personnel.
- Project Management
- Evaluation of site services including power, water, roads and drainage.
- Preparation of Contract documents for local works including building, civil works, roads and drainage.
- Calling of Tenders for local Contracts, evaluation of Tenders, and awarding of Contracts in conjunction with client.
- Establishment of site facilities for installation personnel and contractors.
- Supervision and overseeing of local contract works.
- Preparation and maintaining of project schedules covering all aspects of the project, including equipment supply, local contract works, electrical and mechanical installation.
With the heaviest galvanising available worldwide at 600g/m², Our silos are built to last. We offer silos ranging from 4.5m³ to over 25,000m³ for the following industries and more.

- Stock Feed
- Industrial Bulk Storage
- On-Farm Storage
- Flour Milling
- Aquafeed Industries
- Pet Food
- Grain Terminals
- Food & Beverage
- Brewing

we also specialise in all aspects of material bulk handling. Please ask one of our helpful staff for more information.
Pipe work and accessories